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Installation Instructions 12-17-21 

Model SLNG-DHRN, Colors- Red Or Black 
For all Slingshot 2020+ Models 

 
Steps needed to install your Slingshot Dual Horn Kit 

 

 
 

Complete Kit shown above. 
1.- First locate the existing factory horn on the passenger side of the Slingshot under the hood.  Notice 
the direct the horn faces. Unplug the connector form the factory horn. Remove the factory horn. Make 
sure to notice how the horn is positioned / located so to install the new horns in the same direction. 

 

 



 
 

2.- Next take the two suppled horns form the kit and first install the right horn in reverse of how you 
uninstalled the factory. Point each horn in the same direction as the factory horn was installed.  Use the 

new bolt supplied for each horn. Take the wiring supplied harness and connect the harness to the Factory 
plug that was on the existing horn. The terminal end next to that plug, plug into the new installed horn. 

Does not matter which terminal you place the wires.   
 

 
 

3.- Next take the 6mm clip and place in over the hole as shown below. 
 

 
 

4.- Next install the left horn and direct the horn like the right horn. Use the supplied bolt to secure the 
horn to this bracket. Plug in the end of the harness to the horn. Take the supplied wire ties and tie up 

wires to secure them.  
Test your horns to make sure they work.  The sound should be about twice as loud as your factory. 

 
 

  
We thank you for purchasing one of our Slingshot Accessory Kits.  Today we know the need for accessories that 

provide a higher level of comfort while riding and we have solved that demand with a stylish system that 
compliments the design of your Slingshot! 

Slingextras.com 


